We consider the robust design and control of call center systems with flexible interactive voice response (IVR) systems. In a typical call center equipped with an IVR system, customers are handled first by the IVR system, which is a computerized system that often enables customers to self-serve. Those customers whose service cannot be handled by the IVR system are sent to the second stage to be served by agents.
Introduction
Call centers have become one of the primary ways companies interact with their customers. Traditionally, the main service provider in a call center has been a call center agent. However, with the advent of new computer technologies, companies have adopted ways that customers can "selfserve". One of the main technologies developed for this purpose in call centers is the Interactive Voice Response (IVR) systems. These systems are also known as spoken dialogue systems, voice user interfaces or speech applications. An IVR system is the front-end of a call center that is a computerized system enabling customers to interact with the company without the assistance of human agents.
Advanced IVR systems have the capability to automate a significant portion of the service provided by call centers in different ways. Depending on the nature of the incoming calls, an IVR 2 system can handle 20% to 60% of all calls (Dawson (2004) ), and they are also very cost effective in managing some of the routine operations such as call routing. Due to the fact that the cost of handling a call (or a part of it) in an IVR system is a fraction of the cost of an agent handling the same call, most modern call centers use these systems. Successfully implemented IVR systems may lead to improved customer and call center agent satisfaction, increased revenue, and reduced cost; see Aspect Communications (2003) . Some customers may even prefer not to deal with a human (Horovitz (2003) ).
Despite the advantages of IVR systems, they are well-known to be a major source of frustration for call center customers (see Aspect Communications (2003)), influencing the customers' overall perception of the company they are calling. There are now websites, e.g., www.gethuman.com and www.get2human.com, that are dedicated to providing ways callers can avoid the IVR systems of different companies' call centers in order to opt out immediately upon arrival and speak with an agent . Although, with the standardization of IVR software, designing and implementing IVR systems require minimal technical knowledge (Cleveland (2006) ), there is a lack of operational understanding as to how IVR systems should be designed (Gans et al. (2003) ); see Paek and Pieraccini (2008) for a description of the design cycle of an IVR system. Customer frustration with IVR systems has long been recognized, and there is a significant research effort to improve the design and the technology of these systems; see Acomb et al. (2007) for a brief history of the technological improvements related to IVR systems.
The traditional trade-off between cost vs. service quality also exists for IVR systems. One of the main goals of this article is to study this trade-off analytically and provide guidelines on how to design and control these systems using operational performance metrics. We propose to dynamically adjust the service process in the IVR system based on the congestion levels at the call center.
Therefore, the main premise of this paper is that it is possible to design flexible IVR systems whose service modes can be dynamically adjusted for each customer. We explain the details of how a flexible design can be achieved with examples before we discuss the details of our analysis.
Flexible IVR systems: First we consider adaptive IVR systems. Adaptive IVR systems are advanced computer systems that adapt the service provided based on a customer's characteristics; see Smart Action Company (2010b,a), Levin and Pieraccini (2006) , Paek and Horvitz (2004) , Schmitt et al. (2010) for various applications and Torre (2003, 2004) and O'Sullivan (2009) for related theory. The common method used to make IVR systems more adaptive is to collect more and more information about user characteristics during the course of a service interaction 3 and to design IVR systems in a way to adapt to this information. More specifically, adaptive systems try to reduce customer frustration by transferring the customer to a human agent as soon as the system recognizes, based on the information collected during IVR service, that the customer's service is unlikely to be completed in the IVR system. An adaptive IVR system is similar to a diagnostic model in certain aspects; see Alizamir et al. (2010) . It asks a series of questions to each customer and it updates its estimate for the probability that the customer cannot be served by the IVR system based on the customer's answer to each question, for example, using a Bayesian framework; see Alizamir et al. (2010) . The IVR system transfers the customer to an agent in the second stage based on these probabilities as soon as its estimate of the probability that the customer cannot be served by the IVR system exceeds a certain threshold value. Different methods on how to update this estimate in IVR systems have been proposed in the literature based on this basic idea; see Horvitz and Paek (2007) , Paek and Horvitz (2004) , Paek and Pieraccini (2008) , Schmitt et al. (2010) , Walker et al. (2002) , Levin and Pieraccini (2006) . These methods have been applied in the call center of a TV cable provider Levin and Pieraccini (2006) , in a call routing system Paek and Horvitz (2004) and in an automated internet troubleshooter Schmitt et al. (2010) . Flexibility in such IVR systems can be introduced by dynamically changing the threshold value used. By increasing this threshold, one might decrease the load to the second stage (by finishing the service of more customers in the IVR system), but it is likely to increase customer frustration at the same time.
Another way to design a flexible IVR system is by changing the services provided by the IVR system dynamically based on the factors related to the customer being served or the call center's current state. For example, in IVR systems with speech recognition capability, the words spoken by the caller are chopped into smaller pieces and compared with the words that are already stored in the database. The command which is most similar to the ones stored in the database is then executed. Suppose that among those customers who utter a certain phrase, it is known from historical data that a certain percentage can be served by the IVR system. Flexibility of the IVR system comes from the fact that the IVR system can (dynamically) choose to serve these customers itself or transfer them to an agent. In an IVR system with menu options, this could be achieved by providing a certain service as one of the menu options in the IVR, or not providing the service and transferring those customers to an agent immediately.
We do not consider the details of how different IVR systems are designed, since these are likely to be application specific. We assume for the rest of the paper that such design flexibility is possible.
To quantify the differences between different designs we focus on three key performance metrics: the 4 proportion of calls whose service is completed by the IVR system, referred to as the call resolution probability; the proportion of calls that are eventually transferred to an agent, referred to as the opt-out probability; and the proportion of calls that abandoned from the IVR system, referred to as the abandonment (from the IVR) probability.
Although we have discussed different ways how an IVR system can be designed to have flexibility, it is important to note that the service process of an IVR system that customers go through should not be very different every time a customer calls. In an adaptive IVR system this is not an issue since customers never see the details of how the IVR system makes transfer decisions. However, especially in menu based IVR systems, attempts should be made to make sure a customer is welcomed by the same menu options in each call. This could be achieved by identifying "new" and "old" customers, for example, by utilizing the phone number of the caller or from customer's ID's if they are available.
Our model and solution methodology: In order to gain a better understanding of how call centers with flexible IVR systems should be managed, we consider a hypothetical call center (with homogenous customers and agents) that is designed to have the flexibility to provide two different modes of service from its IVR system with different performance metrics (our analysis can easily be extended to more IVR systems). At the time of each customer arrival, the system manager has the option to assign an IVR service mode to the customer.
Our objective is to minimize the total cost associated with staffing and customer abandonments.
We assume that the IVR system has ample capacity. This assumption is reasonable in modern call centers because an IVR unit is relatively inexpensive compared to the cost of employing an agent, hence most call centers invest enough in their IVR systems to make sure customers do not experience congestion (Gans et al. (2003) ). In addition, the capacity of an IVR system is fixed and is chosen to handle the potential peak load during a reasonable span of time. Therefore most of the time it has ample capacity to handle all the calls.
We formulate a two-stage stochastic program with recourse to find the optimal staffing level and the proportion of customers that should be selected for each IVR service mode to minimize the total cost. In the first stage of this stochastic program, the staffing level is chosen and in the second stage, once the arrival rate is disclosed, the optimal proportions are found. The solution of our stochastic program reveals, under general assumptions, that two IVR service modes are adaptively utilized at different levels based on demand. When implemented in the way suggested by our stochastic program, we show with numerical experiments that using a flexible IVR system 5 can decrease the total call center costs up to 10% compared to a system with a single IVR service type.
Although the optimization approach determines the proportions of customers to be routed to each IVR service mode optimally, the optimal decisions are based on the arrival rate, since, in the second stage of the stochastic program, the exact arrival rate is assumed to be known. In modern service systems it is usually not possible to accurately estimate the instantaneous arrival rate. Therefore, we propose parsimonious routing policies for routing calls between two IVR service modes, using the virtual queueing ideas in Stolyar and Tezcan (2010a,b) . Proposed policies do not require the knowledge of the arrival rate.
We show the effectiveness of our approach by carrying out an asymptotic analysis for systems with large arrival rates. We show that the optimal solution to the stochastic optimization problem is an asymptotic lower bound for the total cost. In addition, we prove that, used in conjunction with the proposed policies, the optimal staffing level found from our stochastic program is asymptotically optimal. Our asymptotic analysis is similar to that in Atar et al. (2010) and it has been shown to be surprisingly accurate under demand uncertainty in Bassamboo et al. (2010) for certain systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We conclude this section with a review of the related literature. In Section 2, we introduce our mathematical model and present our solution approach based on a stochastic program. We present the optimal solution for the second stage of the stochastic program in Section 3 and for the stochastic program in Section 4. In Section 5, we present our routing algorithms and illustrate their effectiveness via simulations. We prove the asymptotic optimality of our approach in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.
Literature review
The literature on the operational analysis of the IVR systems is limited. In Srinivasan et al. (2004) , a two-station network model of an IVR system (possibly followed by agent service) is analyzed. In Brandt et al. (1997) , stationary analysis of a Markovian queueing system model, based on a call center with an IVR system, is done. In Mandelbaum et al. (2001) empirical results from a bank call center system in Israel are provided. In that call center, 65% of the calls are "resolved" in the IVR system. In Khudyakov et al. (2010) , using the exact results in Brandt et al. (1997) , an asymptotic analysis of the two stage system in the QED regime is carried out. All of these papers focus on a system with a single IVR service mode for performance evaluation.
There is an extensive literature on the analysis of IVR systems based on usability studies and empirical data; see , and Gardner-Bonneau (1999) , among others. In this paper we do not focus on how IVR systems should be designed. Instead, our 6 focus is on analyzing the performance of call centers systems with given IVR designs. Our solutions may be used as input in the design phase of IVR systems. Horvitz and Paek (2007) as well as Paek and Horvitz (2004) also consider flexible IVR systems where the state of the agents (in the second stage) are also taken into account when making a transfer decision from the IVR to the agents in the second stage. However, the effect of adaptive IVR systems on the overall performance of call centers, as well as the effect of decisions regarding how to transfer callers to agents, has not been addressed in the literature. Our goal is to understand how a call center can be optimally designed and controlled by taking advantage of the potential flexibility in the design of an IVR system, measured by certain performance metrics, under demand uncertainty.
A similar problem in a different context has also been addressed in Shumsky and Pinker (2003) and a call center with two-levels is studied in Hasija et al. (2005) . Their main focus is on determination of "static" referral (or the opt-out) probability from the first to the second stage. They use a "newsvendor" type optimization problem and queueing approximations to find the optimal referral probability. In their setting, the performance metrics of the resources in the first stage are controlled by the amount of "effort" those resources exert in resolving customers' requests. In Shumsky and Pinker (2003) , the service in the first stage is also provided by agents, thus effort has a more natural meaning than it does with IVR systems. Our analysis is also applicable in the setting they consider, assuming there is ample capacity in the first level. We show that dynamically changing the amount of effort exerted based on the state of the system is beneficial under demand uncertainty. One major difference between our model and their model is that we assume that only two modes of service are available in the first stage where they assume that a continuum of service modes with varying characteristics is available, motivated by other applications where this is possible. However, in call center applications, there are usually a limited number of design alternatives, thus we only consider two different service modes.
There is now ample literature on call centers; see Gans et al. (2003) and Aksin et al. (2007) for extensive reviews. The two-stage stochastic programming approach arises naturally in the planning and control of call centers under demand uncertainty. This approach has been used in Bassamboo et al. (2006b) , Harrison and Zeevi (2005) and Gurvich et al. (2010) to study different call center based models. In our setting, the optimization problem is relatively easier compared to their formulations, and it is possible to find closed form solutions to the second stage optimization problem. 
Model and solution approach
In this section we first describe the queueing model that we use to study call centers with IVR systems. In Section 2.2 we present our approximate solution approach for the staffing and the routing problems based on a stochastic program.
Call Center Model
We consider a two-stage queueing system, also referred to as two-tier systems in the literature, that consists of an IVR system in the first stage and agents in the second stage (illustrated in Figure 1 ). We assume that customers are homogenous and that an arriving customer is first sent to the IVR system. Customers arrive according to a Poisson process with a random but fixed rate Λ with a known distribution F . We also assume that the IVR system has infinite capacity, hence a customer arriving to the system is never blocked and starts service immediately upon arrival. A customer's service in the IVR system has three possible outcomes: the service may be completed successfully, the customer may abandon the system from the IVR system, or the customer may be transferred to the second stage to be served by an agent if the IVR unit cannot complete that customer's service.
In the second stage, customers are handled by one of N homogenous (human) agents. Once a customer is transferred to the second stage to be served by an agent, if all the agents are busy, the customer joins a queue and waits for an agent to handle his call. We assume that the customers have limited patience and will abandon the system from the queue (in front of the agents) if the waiting time exceeds their patience. We also assume that there are two possible service delivery modes in the IVR system in the first stage. We refer to these two modes as type 1 and type 2 IVR service (or just type i IVR for simplicity). The characteristics of each type of service is characterized by three metrics: call resolution probability p s i , the abandonment probability p a i and the opt-out 8 probability p q i (= 1 − p s i − p a i ), for i = 1, 2. The service rate in the first stage in type i IVR is denoted by γ i , for i = 1, 2. The service and abandonment rates of a customer in the second stage who opted out from type i IVR service are denoted by µ i and ν i , respectively, for i = 1, 2. For our asymptotic analysis we assume that the service times in the first (by the IVR) and second stages (by the agents) as well as the patience times of the customers in the second stage are exponentially distributed. We assume that, in general, the service time of a customer in the second stage may depend on that customer's service mode in the first stage. This dependence usually stems from the fact that some of the services provided by the IVR system overlap with the services provided by the agents at different levels based on the service mode.
We focus on minimizing the total cost associated with staffing and abandonments. The cost of each customer abandonment (from the IVR system or the queue while waiting for an agent) is
given by $a (independent of the IVR service mode) and the cost of each agent per unit time is
given by $c. For simplicity, we assume that c/µ i < a, for i = 1 or 2. Otherwise, it is not cost effective to provide service to customers. Our objective function can be written as
where Ab λ is the rate customers abandon the system in steady state when the arrival rate is λ and E Λ is the expectation with respect to the arrival rate distribution. In this formulation, the decision variables are the staffing level N and the control policy π which determines how customers are routed to two different IVR service modes and how the agents are dispatched to serve customers who opt out from the IVR system. Note that these two decision variables are intrinsically connected, and ideally, one should address them jointly.
In considering two IVR service modes, our objective is to assess the impact of the performance metrics of these service modes on the overall system performance and on the total cost. The main parameter setting we focus on is p a 1 < p a 2 and p s 1 < p s 2 . That is; the second service mode is more efficient in the sense of call resolution probability at the expense of more customer abandonment (If this does not hold, we show that the service mode that leads to more abandonments with no improvement in service completion probability will never be used.) Considering our cost minimization formulation, the trade-off is between service completion and abandonments from the IVR system. Note that customers who receive type 2 IVR service are more likely to abandon but less likely to be sent to the second stage. Hence, if the arrival rate is large enough so that the system does not have enough agents to serve all the arriving customers, then it makes sense to send more customers to the type 2 IVR with the hope of seeing more service completions via the IVR system. On the other hand, if the demand is less than the total capacity of the agents, more customers should be sent to type 1 IVR service.
In the next section we propose an approximate solution for (1). This solution can be taken as a heuristic solution in general, but we will also show that it is asymptotically optimal for large systems. This proposed approximate solution approach uses many-server fluid limits of the underlying queueing system. Therefore, it is especially suitable for systems with many servers; see Section 6 for details. Also, for our subsequent asymptotic analysis, we assume that the service times in the IVR system and by the agents are exponentially distributed. However, the analysis in the next section does not use this assumption explicitly.
Stochastic programming approach to staffing and routing problems
In this section we present an optimization problem in order to find near optimal solutions to (1). In order to solve (1), two main complications must be addressed; first, there are many different routing policies that can be used. Also, it is not possible in general to obtain closed form expressions for the second component in (1) (associated with the abandonment costs) even when the routing policy is fixed. In order to address these problems, we use an approximation (based on fluid limits) for the system performance and formulate a two-stage stochastic optimization problem with recourse based on this approximation. In the first stage, the decision maker determines the staffing level N , and, in the second stage, how to route customers to different IVR service modes, once the exact arrival rate is revealed (with the staffing level fixed from the first stage). This formulation is similar to the multi-dimensional newsvendor problem; see Van Mieghem (2003) . For simplicity, in our analysis we assume that the arrival rate Λ has a continuous distribution on [0, ∞) and has density f .
Consider the following optimization problem,
where
and
10 Above, N is the number of agents, and p(λ) is the probability that an arriving customer is routed to type 1 IVR (or the fraction of arriving customers routed to type 1 IVR), given that the arrival rate is λ. In the rest of this paper we sometimes use p(λ, N ) to express the dependence on N when needed. Function φ(λ, N ) serves as an approximation for the system performance for a fixed staffing level N and fixed arrival rate λ. In (3), optimal routing decisions (p(λ)) are also found based on this approximation. We note that the staffing level N obtained from this solution can be a non-integer value. For applications, we suggest rounding this number up to the nearest integer.
Although more sophisticated models can be used to find whether rounding up or down yields a better result, for large systems, the effect of rounding is marginal.
The approximation we use for the system performance is based on those used in simpler settings in Whitt (2006) and Atar et al. (2010) . In these approximations, we assume that agents in the second stage give priority to customers with larger service rates. The optimality of a similar static priority policy in a simpler setting was proved in Atar et al. (2010) and we prove a similar result in our setting in Section 6.
We next explain the intuition behind the function h for the first case (µ 1 ≥ µ 2 ) based on the conservation of flow in the fluid limits. When customers who receive type 1 IVR service are given priority, intuitively, the system will try to serve all of these customers as long as it has sufficient capacity. In other words, when the arrival rate to this class, given by pp q 1 λ, is less than N µ 1 , then almost none of the customers in this class will abandon the system from the queue. If pp q 1 λ > N µ 1 , then the customers in this class will abandon the system with rate pp q 1 λ − N µ 1 based on fluid approximations given in Whitt (2006) . Therefore, the abandonment rate for this class while waiting for an agent is given by (pp q 1 λ − N µ 1 ) + . If the arrival rate of customers who received type 1 IVR service is less than the capacity, i.e., pp q 1 λ < N µ 1 , then some of the servers can serve customers who received type 2 IVR service. The number of these servers is given by N −
on the fluid approximation. Thus, the rate at which customers who received type 2 IVR service abandon is given by
. It is interesting to note that the service rates in the IVR (γ 1 and γ 2 ) and the abandonment rates from the second stage (ν 1 and ν 2 ) do not appear in these expressions. This is due to the fact that we only consider abandonment costs and not waiting (or holding) costs. In the fluid approximations we use, the abandonment rate only depends on the arrival and total service rate.
As we pointed out earlier, the second stage of the stochastic program, namely φ(λ, N ), also gives the optimal routing strategies for customers to two types of service in the first level. Therefore, the solution to the second stage can be used independently to route customers between two IVR 11 service modes. We provide closed form solutions for the second stage in Section 3. Armed with the solution to the second stage, we provide closed form solutions for (2) in Section 4.
The following result follows from the fact that the second stage can be formulated as an LP and will later be used in our analysis.
Lemma 1. The cost function Φ(N ) is convex on R + .
Proof: Note that it is enough to show that φ(λ, N ) is convex in λ and N . Fix λ and N . Let λ i denote the rate the customers are sent to IVR i. Consider the following LP;
s.t.
In this formulation, r i , i = 1, 2, can be interpreted as the rate customers who received type i IVR service abandon from the queue in the second stage and z i , i = 1, 2, as the expected number of agents serving customers who received type i IVR service, in steady state. In (4), when
It is easy to check that this LP is equivalent to φ(λ, N ). Hence the result follows. Q.E.D.
Remark 1. There are two issues that need to be addressed to justify the stochastic programming approach: (i) the quality of the approximations used in the second stage, (ii) the assumption that the exact arrival rate is known in the second stage ( because in reality these decisions have to be made on a real time basis as arrivals occur without knowing the exact rate). As mentioned above, the approximations are based on fluid limits and have a rigorous basis. We address the second problem in Section 5. Specifically, we propose robust policies that achieve performance similar to that suggested by (3), without requiring the knowledge of the exact arrival rate.
Routing: Optimal solution of the second stage problem
In this section we present closed form solutions for φ(λ, N ) (see (3)). We use these solutions in solving the optimization problem (2) in Section 4. The solutions are also of independent interest, because they can be interpreted as routing policies for fixed λ and N. Without loss of generality we assume for the rest of the paper that
and we analyze the following two cases separately,
First we consider the case where µ 1 ≤ µ 2 .
Lemma 2. Assume that (6) and (7) hold. Let N > 0 and λ > 0 be fixed.
the optimal solution to (3) is given by (see Figure 2 (a))
then the optimal solution to (3) is given by (see Figure 2 (b))
then the optimal solution to (3) is given by p * (λ, N ) = 1 for all λ ≥ 0.
Next we provide qualitative insights about Lemma 2 when µ 1 = µ 2 (the general case can be interpreted similarly). In this case either (9) or (13) holds. Note that if (13) holds, all the customers are routed to type 1 IVR service. This is due to the fact that type 1 IVR service leads not only to less abandonments but also to more service completions (note that
When (9) holds, the routing rule given by (10) is very intuitive; when the arrival rate is low enough 13 (λ ≤ µ 1 N/p q 1 ), it is optimal to route all the customer's to type 1 IVR service. Note that when λ ≤ µ 1 N/p q 1 , there is enough capacity to serve all the customers in the second stage whether they are sent to type 1 or type 2 IVR. Therefore, using type 1 IVR leads to less customer abandonments from the IVR compared to any other alternative that uses type 2 IVR service since p a 1 < p a 2 . When the arrival rate is large enough (λ > µ 2 N/p q 2 ), then it is optimal to route all the customers to type 2 IVR service, which has a higher call resolution probability (p s 2 > p s 1 ). In this case, no matter how customers are routed between two IVR service modes, the agents will not be able to serve all the customer who opt out from the IVR system, thus it is optimal to send all the customer to the IVR service mode that leads to more service completions. In between these two extremes, it is optimal to route customers to IVR service modes so that agents in the second stage are fully utilized, that is; the arrival rate to the second stage (λp(λ)p q 1 + λ(1 − p(λ))p q 2 ) is equal to the total available capacity (µ 1 N ) in the second stage. We consider the corresponding result to Lemma 2 when µ 1 > µ 2 next.
Lemma 3. Assume that (6) and (8) hold. Let N > 0 and λ > 0 be fixed.
then the optimal solution to (3) is given by (10).
(ii.) If (14) holds but
then the optimal solution to (3) is given by
then the optimal solution to (3) is given by p * (λ, N ) = 1, for all λ ≥ 0.
Proofs are presented in the e-companion Section EC1.
First we consider the case the µ 1 ≤ µ 2 .
Lemma 4.1. Assume that (6) and (7) hold. Let N > 0 and λ > 0.
the optimal solution is given by
then the optimal solution is given by
then the optimal solution is given by p * (λ, N) = 1.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Fix N > 0 and λ > 0. Let p * (λ, N) denote the solution of (5). Let
uting policies: Solution of the second stage ction we find closed form solutions for φ(λ, N). Throughout this section we assume that
ze two cases separately,
we consider the case the µ 1 ≤ µ 2 .
4.1. Assume that (6) and (7) hold. Let N > 0 and λ > 0.
al solution is given by
optimal solution is given by
optimal solution is given by p * (λ, N) = 1.
Lemma 4.1. Fix N > 0 and λ > 0. Let p * (λ, N) denote the solution of (5). Let
In this section we find closed form solutions for φ(λ, N). Throughout this section we assume that
We analyze two cases separately,
then the optimal solution is given by p * (λ, N) = 1. Figure 2 Optimal routing policies
Optimal solution of the stochastic program
In this section we solve the optimization problem (2) using the optimal solutions presented in Section 3 for the second stage. We start our analysis in Section 4.1 with a single IVR service mode to benchmark our subsequent results. We provide the optimal solutions of (2) in Section 4.2. We present the results of some numerical experiments in Section 4.3.
Systems with a single IVR service mode
In order to be able to assess the potential improvement of using two IVR service modes, we start our analysis with a system with a single IVR service mode. In systems with a single IVR service mode, there is no decision regarding p(λ); since there is only one IVR type, p(λ) = 1 for all λ.
Hence (2) becomes
Note that this is a special case of the classical newsvendor problem. Therefore, the optimal staffing level N * for (19) is found by solving
Hence
assuming aµ > c. Note that N * = 0 if aµ ≤ c. 
Systems with two IVR service mode
Now we consider the call center model with two IVR service modes. First we start with the case where (7) holds.
Theorem 1. Assume that (6) and (7) hold.
(i.) If (9) holds, then the optimal staffing level for (2) is given by the smallest N that satisfies
In addition, the optimal routing decisions are given by (10).
(ii.) If (11) holds then the optimal staffing level for (2) is given by the smallest N that satisfies
In addition, the optimal routing decisions are given by (12).
(iii.) If (13) holds, then only type 1 IVR is used and the optimal number of servers is given by (21) with p q = p q 1 and µ = µ 1 .
Note that when (13) holds, assuming p a 1 < p a 2 , the second IVR system is never used, hence, this result provides a basic guideline in designing IVR systems. In addition, (22) has a nice interpretation. Assume that µ 1 = µ 2 for simplicity. Then, if (6) and (9) hold then
Therefore, (22) is a weighted average of F µ 1 N p q 1 and F µ 2 N p q 2 and it gives a new distribution;
it is always between 0 and 1 and we show in the proof of the result that it is increasing in N . Right hand side of (22) is identical to the right hand side of (20). Hence, (23) is similar to the solution of the newsvendor problem with this new distribution. Therefore, the standard marginal cost/benefit interpretation of the solution of the newsvendor problem is also valid in this case. Now we focus on the case (8) holds.
Theorem 2. Assume that (6) and (8) hold.
(i.) If (14) and (15) hold then the optimal staffing level for (2) is given by the smallest N that satisfies (22) and the optimal routing decisions are given as in (10).
(ii.) If (14) and (16) hold then the optimal staffing level is given by
and the optimal routing decisions are given by (17).
(iii.) If (14) does not hold then only type 1 IVR is used and the optimal number of servers is given by (21) with p q = p q 1 and µ = µ 1 .
The proofs of these results are presented in e-companion Section EC2.
Numerical experiments
In this section we illustrate the results in the previous sections with numerical experiments. We only consider the case when (9) holds, in the e-companion we present additional results for the case when (11) holds. We assume that the demand rate has a truncated normal distribution, so that only nonnegative values are possible. We set the mean to 200 and experiment with different values for the standard deviation for the underlying (un-truncated) normal distribution. We find the optimal staffing levels and the costs for two settings: systems with a single IVR service mode and two IVR service modes and then compare the results to assess the effect of introducing flexibility in the IVR system. For all the numerical experiments in this section, we set the abandonment cost a = 1 and we consider two different values for the staffing cost c; c = 0.2 and c = 0.5. In the first set of experiments we use µ 1 = µ 2 = 1 and in the last set we use µ 1 = 0.8 and µ 2 = 1. We also consider four different scenarios for the IVR service type parameters.
First we focus on the case c = 0.5. The parameters for the four different IVR service modes along with the optimal costs and staffing levels, found using (19) and (21), are presented in Table 1 (a) when only that IVR service mode is used in the system. Recall that we set µ 1 = µ 2 = 1. In columns 2-5, we display the parameters associated with each IVR service mode, under the column σ we display the standard deviation of the normal distribution used for the demand rate, under column N * we display the optimal staffing level and under "Cost" we display the optimal cost. One IVR service mode that is different from the others is setting 3. In this setting call resolution and abandonment probabilities are both equal to zero and all customers are sent to the second stage at the time of their arrival. This case can be considered as the base case when the system operates with no IVR system. We will consider using IVR type 3 with type 4. Therefore, this numerical experiment illustrates the situation for a call center that is assessing the affect of installing a new IVR system for the first time or adding more functionality to an existing IVR system.
We consider three different standard deviation values σ = 300, 115 and 50. When truncated, the mean and the standard deviation for the first two distributions change significantly. In the first case the mean becomes 328.20 and the standard deviation is 218.91, and in the second case the mean is 210.54 and the standard deviation is 104.9. The truncation has negligible effect when σ = 50.
Next, we consider two experimental settings with two IVR service modes. In each setting, two distinct IVR service modes from Table 1(a) are assumed to be available; specifically we match IVR mode 1 with 2, and 3 with 4. We still use µ 1 = µ 2 = 1. The details of experimental settings along with the results obtained using Theorem 1 are presented in Table 1 (b). In the columns 3-5, we display the parameters for the two IVR service modes used in this setting. The other columns are similar to the corresponding ones in Table 1 (a). Results with the same parameters in Table 1(a) and Table 1 When c = 0.5, compared to the case only IVR service modes 1 and 2 are used, average cost savings are 8.1% and 7.3%, respectively, in Experiment 1 and in Experiment 2, compared to IVR service modes 3 and 4, the average cost savings are 17% and 7%, respectively. The overall average cost saving is around 8.5%. The flexible setting seems to save slightly more when the standard deviation is higher; when σ = 300, the average cost savings is 9.9%, when σ = 115, it is 8.2%, and when σ = 50, it is 7.2%.
When c = 0.2, in Experiment 1, compared to IVR service modes 1 and 2, average cost savings are 4.4% and 22.6%, respectively and in Experiment 2, compared to IVR service modes 3 and 4, the average cost savings are 12.4% and 27%, respectively. The overall average cost saving is around 14.6%. When σ = 300, the average cost savings is 15.45%, when σ = 115, it is 13.84%, and when σ = 50, it is 14.6%.
To assess the effect of having different µ i 's, we run additional experiments by setting µ 1 = 0.8 and µ 2 = 1, while keeping the other parameters the same as those in Table 1(a) first and then as in Table 2 (a). The results are presented in Tables 3 and 4 . In this case the first IVR service mode is being used less than the corresponding case with µ 1 = 1. This diminishes the benefit of using a flexible design when c = 0.5, but increases the benefits when c = 0.2. Hence, the effect of different µ i 's can be mixed.
From these experiments, it is clear that the flexible IVR design reduces the costs by around 10%.
When c = 0.5, the flexible IVR design seems to reduce cost more when the standard deviation is higher. When c = 0.2 this is not the case. It is also clear that savings under the flexible IVR design are not very sensitive to changes in c. We also note that, the arrival rates to a call center during different time intervals may have different levels of variability even on the same day. Therefore, an IVR system with a single mode may perform well in some intervals but not as well in others.
Having a flexible IVR design will also enable a call center to adapt to these changes across different Table 1 Optimal staffing levels and costs, c = 0.5, µ1 = µ2 = 1
Control Policies
To route customers in proportions found as in the optimal solution of (2), the exact arrival rate must be known, which is rarely available in applications, see Remark 1. In this section, we propose policies that routes the customer in "right" proportions (given by the optimal solution of (3)), without requiring the knowledge of the customer arrival rate λ.
We propose a policy we refer to as Shadow routing (SR) algorithm to route customer between different service modes. We assume that the agents in the second stage give priority to customers with larger service rates. The idea behind the SR algorithm is to keep a virtual system, running parallel to the actual one, and make routing decisions based on the state of this virtual system at the time of an arrival. The main difference between the virtual system and the actual system is that all the service times are replaced by their means in the virtual system. We show that when routing decisions are made based on the virtual system, the optimal routing rates can still be achieved. We also provide a policy which only uses the state of the real system in e-companion Section EC6.
Virtual systems have been used in a variety of different applications to make routing and scheduling decisions, see Stolyar (2005) , Jiang and Walrand (2009) , Stolyar and Tezcan (2010a,b Table 3 Optimal staffing levels and costs, c = 0.5, µ1 = 0. Table 4 Optimal staffing levels and costs, c = 0.2, µ1 = 0.8, µ2 = 1
Although the underlying idea of the policies we propose here are similar to those in Stolyar and Tezcan (2010b) , the systems we consider are significantly different. In Stolyar and Tezcan (2010b) , only one pass systems are considered (customers leave the system once they receive service in the first stage). Hence, the new policies we propose here are significantly different from those in Stolyar and Tezcan (2010b).
We first present our policy for the case where the optimal routing decisions are given as in (10).
We discuss the extensions to the cases (12) and (17) below. To explain the details of the algorithm, let ψ(t) denote the state of the virtual queue at time t and η 2 > η 1 > 0 be two constants. The state of the virtual queue at time zero does not affect our analysis, as long as it is finite, but assume for simplicity that ψ(0) = η 1 . At a customer arrival instant, say at time t, the arriving customer is routed to type 1 IVR if ψ(t) < η 1 , and we set
If η 2 > ψ(t) > η 1 , the arriving customer is sent to type 2 IVR and we set
If ψ(t) > η 2 , the arriving customer is sent to type 2 IVR but the virtual queue is not updated. In addition, at time points 0, τ /N, 2τ /N, . . ., for some parameter τ > 0, we do the following update
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This last step corresponds to service completions in the virtual system. The idea behind the SR algorithm is in a way to mimic the optimal routing decisions by using the state of the virtual system.
The parameters of the algorithm must be selected carefully based on the system size; for large
, η 1 and η 2 should satisfy
p for some 0 < p < 1, see (30) where the service times are in the order of 1 time unit.
If the optimal routing decisions are given by (12), we consider an additional virtual queue in our SR algorithm that "filters" the arrival as follows. Let ψ 0 (t) denote the state of this new virtual queue at time t,η 1 > 0 be a constant and assume that ψ 0 (0) = 0. At a customer arrival instant, say at time t, the arriving customer is "admitted" to the system and is routed according to the state of the virtual queue ψ as explained above if ψ 0 (t) <η 1 . If ψ 0 (t) >η 1 , the customer is not admitted, in the sense that it is not sent to the virtual queue ψ, but is sent to type 1 IVR in the actual system.
(No arrival occur to the other virtual queue ψ in this case.) Every time a customer is "admitted", we set ψ 0 (t) = ψ 0 (t−) + p q 2 /µ 2 . In addition, at time points 0, τ /N, 2τ /N, . . ., for τ > 0 as selected above, we do the following update
The virtual queue ψ is updated according (25) and (26) when a customer is admitted and according to (27) at discrete time points 0, τ /N, 2τ /N, . . .. For the case (17) we use a similar modification as in the case where (12) holds. The only difference is if ψ 0 (t) >η 1 , customers are routed to type 2 IVR and the update when a customer is "admitted" is done as follows; ψ 0 (t) = ψ 0 (t−) + p q 1 /µ 1 .
Simulation Results
To illustrate the effectiveness of our routing policies, we report the results of several simulation experiments in this section. We focus on a system with two IVR service modes with the same parameters used in the numerical experiments in Section 4.3. All the simulation experiments were run for 70,000 time units (approximately 1 million arrivals on the average) and the first 20,000 22 time units were used as a warm-up period. In all the experiments, the lengths of the confidence intervals obtained by the batch means method (see Law and Kelton (2000) ) are less than 2%, hence we chose not to report these in our tables.
For all the simulation experiments in this section, we use the following common parameters. We assume that the service rates in each IVR is given by γ 1 = 1 and γ 2 = 2/3. We also assume that the service rate by an agent is µ i = 1, i = 1, 2, and the abandonment rates from the queue in the second stage is ν i = 1, i = 1, 2.
The results of the first set of simulation experiments are presented in Tables 5(a The values in parentheses in each entry are the values obtained by solving (2) with the associated arrival rate and staffing level. We set τ = 0.1, η 1 = 50 and η 2 = 100 for our SR algorithm. The values for η 1 and η 2 are chosen to illustrate that choosing different values for p does not significantly affect the performance of the algorithm, as long as it is not too small.
In our second set of experiments, we use the values in Experiment 2 in Table 1 (b) as our IVR system service parameters. We set N = 100 and use the same values for all the other parameters with the previous experiment. The results of these simulation experiments are presented in Table 5 (b).
Clearly, in both experiments the SR algorithm performs very close to the optimal values in routing customers to two IVR service modes.
In almost all of our experiments, the actual abandonment rate from the queues in the second stage is higher than the optimal solution found from (4). This is due to the fact that in all of our experiments, for larger λ, the arrival rate to the second stage is close to the total capacity in the second stage. Since (4) is based on fluid approximations, it ignores the effect of randomness in arrivals. For example, when λ = 120, the arrival rate to the second stage in the optimal solution is 100 in the last experiment, and the approximation for the abandonments from the queue is 0.
However, it is well known that the abandonment rate from a 100% utilized queuing system will be significantly more than zero. We observe this fact in our simulations. One way to compensate for this is to use diffusion approximations, which are more accurate than the fluid approximations.
We leave this direction for future research.
Next we illustrate the responsiveness of the suggested policies. We simulate the system we considered in the first set of experiments above. We set the arrival rate to 200 for the first 600 time 41.7 (41.6) 8.3 (8.3) 7.7 (0) 180 100 (100) 20 (20) 12.7 (4.44) (b) Parameter setting 2 Table 5 Simulation results under SR units and then change the arrival rate to 250 between 600 and 900. We use the first 300 time units as warm-up period for our simulations. The optimal proportion of customers that should be sent to type 1 IVR is 53.6% when the arrival rate is 200 and 19.4% when the arrival rate is 250. Under the Shadow algorithm, 54.2% of the customers arrived between 300 and 600 are sent to type 1 IVR, and 19.5% between 600 and 900. This illustrates that the SR algorithm is robust to changes in the arrival rate as well.
Asymptotic optimality of the proposed approach
In Sections 4 and 5, we proposed a stochastic programming approach to determine staffing levels and a routing policy to route customers to two different types of IVR service, respectively. In this section we show that this approach is asymptotically optimal for large systems.
We first show that the optimal solution of (2) is a good approximation for the optimal solution of (1). Specifically, we show that the solution of (2) is an asymptotic lower bound for (1) for large systems. We describe the asymptotic regime next. Consider a sequence of systems indexed by r.
Assume that in the rth system the arrival rate is a random variable given by
where Λ is a non-negative random variable, which has continuous distribution F on [0, ∞). Similar models for arrival rate randomness are also considered in Whitt (2006) , Bassamboo et al. (2006a) and Maman (2009) among others. Service rate by the agents in the second stage (µ i 's) and by the IVR system (γ i 's), as well as the abandonment rates (ν i 's) from the queue in the second stage are assumed to be fixed for each r, for i = 1, 2. We also assume that service and patience times have exponential distribution.
We restrict ourselves to the control disciplines that make decisions based only on the current state (current server occupancy and queue content), see Dai and Tezcan (2010) for more details.
For the Shadow routing scheme, introduced in Section 5, the system state is augmented by the state of virtual queues, defined as part of the algorithm. Let π r denote a control policy and N r denote the staffing level in the rth system. We define
where R r (T ) is the total number of abandonments from the system (from the IVR system or the queues in the second stage) by time T . Also, for a sequence of control policies π = {π r } we define
Let X r i (t) and Z r i (t) denote the total number of customers in the second stage and the number of customers who are receiving service from the agents in the second stage, who opt out from type i IVR in the first stage, respectively, at time t in the rth system. Also, let Y r i (t) denote the total number of customers using type i IVR at time t in the rth system. We definē
Assume thatX
as r → ∞, whereX i (0),Z i (0) andȲ i (0), i = 1, 2, are finite constants.
Next we show that the solution of (2) is an asymptotic lower bound for (1).
Theorem 3 (Lower Bound). For any sequence of control policies π = {π r } and staffing levels
where Φ * is the solution of the optimization problem (2) with the arrival rate given by Λ.
The proofs of the results in this section are presented in e-Companion EC4.
Next we prove the asymptotic optimality of the staffing level found by (2) when used with the appropriate SR algorithm described in Section 5. We mainly focus on the case when (9) holds, other cases, (11) and (16), are handled similarly. For the SR policy we assume that the parameters in the rth system; η r i , i = 1, 2 for each r, are selected so that η r 2 > η r 1 > 0 and there exists 0 < p < 1 such that
as r → ∞ for i = 1, 2, where η 1 and η 2 are positive finite constants. Recall that we assume that the agents in the second stage give priority to customers with larger service rates.
Theorem 4 (Asymptotic optimality). Consider a sequence of systems indexed by r and assume that (28) and ( 
Conclusion
In this paper we consider a call center with two IVR service modes. In order to find the optimal staffing level that minimizes the total cost stemming from customer abandonment and staffing costs, we formulate a stochastic program. This stochastic program also determines the proportion of customers that should be sent to each IVR service mode as a function of the arrival rate. We propose robust dynamic routing policies to route customers to different IVR service modes. We show that, when the arrival rate is large, the solution method we propose is asymptotically optimal.
Our numerical results verify that the proposed approach can reduce call center costs around 8% on the average.
There are several interesting future research directions. In Maman (2009) a more general model for the arrival rate randomness is proposed. Specifically, it is assumed that Λ = λ + λ c X for some random variable X with finite variance and zero mean, and for some constant λ. Our model only covers the case when c = 1 in this model. In addition, we use simple fluid model approximations in our stochastic programming formulation. Intuitively, diffusion approximations would yield more accurate approximations, since they are more refined. However, a detailed analysis to determine these approximations for call center systems with flexible IVR systems is needed. In addition, we assume that the IVR systems have infinite capacity. It may be possible to extend the SR algorithms to the case where the first stage has finite capacity as in Shumsky and Pinker (2003 Proof of Lemma 2. Assume that (6) and (7) hold. Fix N > 0 and λ > 0. Let p * (λ, N ) denote the solution to (3). First note that when (6) and (7) hold, (9) and (11) both imply that
Let φ 1 (p) = λ (p a 1 − p a 2 ) p + λp a 2 , and φ 2 (p) = pp q 1 λ − µ 1 N − (1 − p)p q 2 λ µ 2 + + + ((1 − p)p q 2 λ − N µ 2 ) + .
We also definep
Note that pp q 1 λ − µ 1 N − 
and if λ > N µ 2 pq 2φ
Observe that p * that minimizesφ is also an optimal solution for (3).
If ( Table EC2 Optimal staffing levels and costs, c = 0.2, µ1 = 0.6, µ2 = 1
EC4. Proofs of the results in Section 6
We first establish some preliminary results. Then we prove Theorems 3 and 4.
EC4.1. Preliminaries
We assume that all random variables and processes are defined on a common probability space
(Ω, F, P ) unless otherwise specified. We first consider a sequence of systems with a fixed arrival rate sequence and establish some preliminary results. Fix λ > 0 and let
and consider a sequence of staffing levels {N r }. Let A r (t) denote the total number of arrivals to the system by time t and Q r i (t) denote the number of customers who opt out from type i IVR service and waiting in the queue in the second level for service at time t in the rth system. LetQ 
